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  Assignment 29 
 

 

    Please watch Lesson 29 and Tutorial 29 before attempting this assignment. 

 

Part A 
 

1. What is the special sense of the expression ‘used to’?            

2. How many ways are there of using the verb ‘would’? Elucidate with examples.       

3. Is there any difference between ‘cannot’ and ‘can’t’? If so, what is it?        

4. What are defective verbs? Name two such verbs and explain their ‘defects’.        

5. Rearrange to make a proper sentence:  

should / given / complexity / patient / procedure / considering / the / this / not / of / be / the / priority ?    

6. Write the negative of the sentence: 

They will be giving away the souvenirs at the end of the show.           

7. Rearrange to make a proper sentence:  

after / be / distributing / immediately / not / prizes / programme / the / the / they / will ?     

8. In the following sentence what is the supporting verb? 

He is having difficulties finding the right kind of shoes for the party.       

9. In place of ‘ought to’, what other verbs may be used? What is the difference among those verbs?   
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Part B 

 
Frame the sentences carefully to make sense, as required. 

[Use discretion regarding articles.] 

 
[S] = Subject of your choice 

Helping verb unless specified:  none or do (and will whenever needed) 

[be] = are / am / is / were / was / will be / been / being 

[have] = have / has / had / will have 

Form of main verb unless specified:  1st/2nd/4th (e.g.  sell/sold/sells) 

[3rd] = given / taken / sold / loved / bought / brought / written /…..  

[5th] = giving / taking / selling / loving / buying / bringing / writing / ... 

[D] = Details on where / when / why / how / what / whom / by whom/ ... 

 

[In some cases, as an item of details, you may put another event as context.] 

 

S.No. [S] Helping verb(s) Verb Verb form Type  [D] 

1  can be achieve 3rd Present, negative  

2  must be avoid 3rd Present, positive  

3  have be board 3rd Past, interrogative  

4   be  boast 5th Past, negative  
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5  may have bounce 3rd Present, positive  

6  be  breed 3rd Past, positive  

7   be  build 3rd Future, query: why  

8  have  continue 3rd Past, positive  

9  have be count 3rd Past, negative  

10  should have deduce 3rd Past, positive  

11  be  delay 3rd Past, positive  

12  be  furnish 5th Future, positive  

13  be  join 3rd Future, interrogative  

14  be  marry 3rd Future, positive  

15  may  cancel 5th Present, negative  

16  have  pursue 5th Present, query: who  

17  have be reserve 3rd Present, positive  

18  be  reduce 3rd Future, interrogative  

19  be  spoil 3rd Past, positive  

20  can  translate 3rd Past, negative  

 


